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It's hard to believe, but in a few short weeks the process of
sampling and monitoring the streams and watersheds of the
DRWI will start again as we enter the 2015 sampling
season.
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As we (literally) gear up for the season, ANS, Stroud and
other partners are studying maps, conferring with groups
doing projects, and choosing sampling sites. Equipment is
being inspected and maintained. Operating procedures and
quality assurance protocols (the vital step of making sure
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the data are accurate) are being reviewed.

For our March Tapping
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data that DRWI partners will be able to access and use. To
ensure that all the data collected are of high quality, ANS is
introducing the 3 Tier approach to data. This approach is
designed to standardize the data collected and distinguish
among Research (Tier 1), Practitioner (Tier 2), and Citizen
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support good data collection.
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degradation.
A Canonical Correlation Analysis, or CCA, takes two sets of
variables and plots them in an ordination to see what they
have in common. These data sets are often multidimensional but are plotted in a 2D graph. In this case, algal
communities at each site (displayed as colored dots in the
graph below) are compared to their environment (displayed
as red arrows). Sites that have more algal species in
common are plotted closer together.
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Here, a number of variables appear to affect algal
composition: faster flowing water ("Flow") and a higher
percent bedrock in the stream ("%bedrock") are more
strongly associated with sites in the Upper Lehigh and
Poconos/Kittatinny clusters, while elevated nutrients
(nitrogen:phosphorus ratio, or "N:P" and calcium, "Ca"),
higher pH ("pH"), higher conductivity ("Spc. Cond."), and
sandier substrate (=higher percent embeddedness,
"%Embed.," as well as higher percent cobble substrate,
"%cobble") are more influential in the Middle Schuylkill, New
Jersey Highlands, and Upstream Suburban Philadelphia
clusters.
Because our integrative sites were picked to represent
clusters as a whole, we would expect separation between
clusters with reference conditions versus those impaired by
urbanization or pollutants from other sources. These
findings confirm that the majority of sites in the
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We expected algal communities in the New Jersey
Highlands sites to be more similar to Poconos-Kittatinny
and Upper Lehigh sites, since we saw similarities in those
clusters' fish communities. However, based on a separate
analysis relating algal taxa to water quality, New Jersey
Highlands sites had more species tolerant of impaired
conditions compared to the other clusters.
We're finding that different indicator taxa groups (fish,
macroinvertebrates, and algae) can tell a different story
about sites and their clusters. For instance, the fish
communities in the Upstream Suburban Philadelphia cluster
set it apart from other clusters, but its algae communities
are similar to other "impaired" clusters (Middle Schuylkill
and New Jersey Highlands). What this tells us is that we
cannot rely only on one taxonomic group to make
assumptions about water quality. Each group can give
information about different stressors, related to
contamination, flow, habitat degradation and connectivity
with other suitable habitat.
For more information about algae surveying or these
results, please contact Alison Minerovic. To see summaries
of fish and macroinvertebrate results from the January and
February Stream Samples issues (respectively), check out
the newsletter page of our website.
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As we described in our November Stream Samples issue,
StreamHiker facilitates watershed analysis at the reach
scale. Here we're excited to announce some new
additions to ReachMapper, the online mapping tool built on
the StreamHiker algorithm.
1. Various topographical, soil, and geological attributes
derived and obtained from the USDA/NRCS
SSURGO (Soil Survey Geographic database) and
other sources have been processed at lateral
drainage and upstream drainage scales across the
Delaware River Basin. These will be added to
ReachMapper as additional attributes on top of
landcover, which is currently available.
2. All variables have also been assessed within a 100
meter riparian buffer zone and processed at lateral
drainage and upstream drainage scales.
3. Model outputs from NHDPlus Version 2, including
average stream flows and velocities, are being
extrapolated to StreamHiker reaches and will be
made available as additional ReachMapper data
attributes.
4. A new functionality has been added to StreamHiker to
assess watershed conditions at upstream intervals
from a point of interest (and eventually each reach).
This will soon be incorporated into ReachMapper.
5. Finally, the environmental attributes aggregated at
various scales are being used to develop statistical
models of in-stream water temperature throughout the
Delaware River Basin. Preliminary results will be
available in the coming months.
Project partners may find these new data to be useful in
assessing how various environmental conditions affect
water quality and in prioritizing sites for restoration and
protection.

For more information about ReachMapper, contact Alex
Waldman.
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